
ASSET ALLOCATION

Asset  allocation  refers  to  an  investment  strategy  in  which  individuals  divide  their
investment portfolios between different diverse asset  classes to minimize investment
risks. This is a very important part of creating and balancing one’s investment portfolio.
An asset class can be categorized as Stocks or equities, Bonds or other fixed-income
investments, Cash or cash equivalents,  such as money market funds,  Real  estate or
other tangible assets and Futures and other financial derivatives. 

Establishing  an  appropriate  asset  mix of stocks,  bonds,  cash,  and  real  estate  in  a
portfolio is a dynamic process. As such, the asset mix should reflect an investor’s goals
at any point in time.  The whole theory of asset allocation is based on diversifying an
investor’s portfolio by asset class; one will never want to find itself in a situation where
it’s portfolio is reliant on one asset class to carry the weight.  The extent to which an
investor chooses to employ asset allocation as a means of diversification is going to be
an  individual  decision  that  is  guided  by  one’s  personal  investment  goals  and  risk
tolerance. 

When making investment decisions, an investors’ portfolio distribution is influenced by
factors such as: -  

Personal Goals factors - These are individual aspirations to achieve a given level of
return or saving for a particular reason or desire. Therefore, different goals affect how a
person invests and risks.

Risk tolerance - Refers to how much an individual is willing and able to lose a given
amount of  their  original  investment  in  anticipation  of  getting a higher  return in the
future. 

Time horizon – This depends on the duration an investor is going to invest. 

There are different strategies for establishing asset allocations such as: -

Strategic Asset Allocation - This method establishes and adheres to a base policy mix
—a proportional combination of assets based on expected rates of return for each asset
class. 

Constant-Weighting Allocation – This  implies a buy-and-hold strategy, even as the
shift in values of assets causes a drift from the initially established policy mix. 

Tactical Asset Allocation – This strategy  can be described as a moderately  active
strategy since the overall  strategic asset mix is returned to when desired short-term
profits are achieved. 

Dynamic  Asset  Allocation -  This  strategy constantly  adjusts  the  mix  of  assets  as
markets rise and fall, and as the economy strengthens and weakens, i.e. sell assets that
decline and purchase assets that increase. 

Insured Asset Allocation - Insured asset allocation strategy may be suitable for risk-
averse  investors  who  desire  a  certain  level  of  active  portfolio  management  but
appreciate the security of establishing a guaranteed floor below which the portfolio is not
allowed to decline. 

Integrated  Asset  Allocation –  This  is  a  broader  asset  allocation  strategy.  With
integrated asset allocation, you consider both your economic expectations and your risk
in establishing an asset mix. 

The Bottom Line - Asset allocation can be active to varying degrees or strictly passive
in  nature.  Whether  an  investor  chooses  a  precise  asset  allocation  strategy,  or  a
combination  of  different  strategies  depends  on  that  investor’s  goals,  age,  market
expectations, and risk tolerance.
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